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When it comes to body jewelry, there is a lot that can be said. The ancient times have numerous
references of how body jewelry has been a symbol of prestige, power and fortune. Contemporary
body piercing process and creation of body piercing jewelry lead the way to the staying power and
rising popularity of piercing jewelry and accessories today. And one jewelry trend that is returning to
the mainstream and enthusiastsâ€™ interest is organic piercing jewelry.

Organic jewelry by definition are accessories made from natural materials like wood, bones, horns,
feathers and such that gives an organic feel and uses the unique look of the materials to provide a
great style. People who use organic piercing jewelry say that it is one of the most interesting and
fashionable accessories available nowadays

Because no bones or woods or horns are the same, every organic jewelry is unique and when
mixed with excellent craftsmanship by designers and manufacturers, buyers have a variety of styles
to choose from. One of the most popular organic jewelry are those made of wood because of its
wide design potential in the production process and being readily available. Wooden organic
piercing jewelry is also preferred by many customers because of its lightweight characteristic which
is great for stretching nasal septum and earlobe piercings. Many manufacturers create organic
accessories from a wide types of wood. Today, bamboo accessory is one of the most popular types
of wood jewelry (even though technically, bamboo is a type of grass). The benefits of wood jewelry
are easily seen in when it comes to design details. Mostly, the highest quality organic wood jewelry
are those which are handmade and these pieces are considered by patrons as works of art.

Animal horns and bones are also popular to many people though legitimate manufacturers caution
consumers in buying illegal jewelry made from ivory. Buffalo bones and horns are the most widely
used material in making bone and horn jewelry because when polished and treated, these can
resemble ivory without the ethical issues.

Proper maintenance of wood, horn and bone jewelry should always be taken into account by users
of organic jewelry. Because these materials are usually porous (having natural tiny openings)
jewelry made of these can absorb fluids from the body and excretions like sebum, sweat or blood.
These pores can be a breeding area for bacteria and cause infection. Constant maintenance like
wiping and cleaning is important for organic jewelry to ensure that wearing them is safe though
many manufacturers now are processing their products to minimize or eliminate the growth of
bacteria even when people wear them at longed periods. Coatings are usually used to close pores
or prevent microorganisms from staying on the jewelry.

If you are consumer who loves one of a kind jewelry, organic body jewelry can be a great choice.
Because they are handcrafted, most organic jewelry is very high in quality. The great number of
styles available also means that there is something for everyone. Retailers can also take advantage
of the benefits from organic jewelry as many wholesalers and manufacturers are mass producing
these products making them affordable and profitable. And with many people needing to establish
their individual identity more and more, being able to offer unique products can be just the thing a
business needs.
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a  Wholesale body jewelry and a body piercing jewelry- online sale of nose studs, ear plugs, labrets,
and belly rings.
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